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WE ARE THE
DIGITAL AND DESIGN
COMPANY FOR
BETTER
PUBLIC SERVICES

UK

Deck Title

Australia
Beyond…

Making transport brilliant

Huge challenges

LOGISTICS

LEGALITIES

FINANCE

Population density +
distance

Routes, prices,
customers

40% cut in overall
funding - so far
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The transport trade-oﬀ
high

Taxi

£ cost

Private
Car

DRT

Bus

low

high

convenience

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport
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High potential

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real time data
Software As A Service
Smartphones and tablet growth
Car sharing, ride sharing
Electric Vehicles
Driverless Cars
+
Devolution

Hugely important community
resource

Essential to understand our
users

Who we have worked with
•

•
•

55 staﬀ across eleven organisations, including TVN; CATS,
Halesworth; GoStart, Suﬀolk Community Transport and
Stephensons
85 users across 15 locations across all age ranges
National leaders including ZipCar, Hailo the Campaign for
Better Transport, and continuously with Transport for
London

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport
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Key Findings | Service User Personas
Health | Leisure

“I do love the journeys we’re taken on.
Normally the shopping. Yeah, I do get taken
to the shopping. It only costs a few quid to
go there and back - and they’re always
lovely”

Day-to-day

“I have lived without a car for most of my life,
in rural areas, for environmental reasons - the
high carbon footprint of having a car”

Presentation Title: Presentation Subtitle

Leisure

“Tell the council, don’t change the busses!”

Education | Work

“It’s very difficult if you don’t have a car - you
can’t be spontaneous. I can’t do anything in
the evenings. At the moment my choices is
restricted by transport that is available.”

Education

“Life here is shit, the buses are shit. My life
would be completely different if I could drive”
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Key Findings | Service Providers
Taxis

Community
Transport
Providers

Multiple hyper local operations with a variety
of business models
“First and foremost we’re a charity who rely
on volunteer drivers. But we’re always
looking for more work

Car sharers

“I get a lift from my brother, and sometime my
mates. I wouldn’t trust anyone I didn’t know.
Not sure I’d get in the car with a stranger”

Presentation Title: Presentation Subtitle

The main issue with the cost of taxi
operations is dead time. This is why
Uber works, because you can go from
one job to the next

Commercial Bus
Operators

Subsidies for busses are falling all the time.
What does the future hold? Longer term
electric vehicles might work, but currently the
costs are too high. Self driving busses are
further off
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We always tested hypotheses along the way
Real time journey view
Challenges and opportunities: Not enough data, not enough internet,
good provision already available e.g. suﬀolk on board, google maps,
operator apps

Ride-sharing
Challenges and opportunities: Culturally not taken up. Many people
uncertain about taking lifts with strangers. Many providers of car
sharing services in the market

Smarter payments systems
Challenges and opportunities: cashless and subscription models can
reduce administration and create loyalty but requires user behaviour
change

Back oﬃce route planning system
Challenges and opportunities: Potential to auto-create routes, but
often requires human input. Currently good provision in the market
e.g. CATS software
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Bringing experience together
Essex & Suffolk County Council

‘As is’ Experience Map | Demand Responsive Transport
KEY NUMBERS
Suffolk Linkes

SUFFOLK | BURY ST EDMUNDS

MARKET POTENTIAL
340 trips a day: 50m car journeys
are taken in St Edmunsbury.
If 2% of journeys by DRT this
would be 340 trips a day requiring
16 vehicles

(those over 70s without a driver’s
license) = 184 trips a day:
144,000 people.
If 20% take two trips a week = 184
trips a day = 9 vehicles

POTENTIAL

120
existing customers

EXISTING

14,000
potential customers
(across all age)

POTENTIAL

WHERE DO PASSENGERS GO?

9000

30%

15%

28%

15%

ANNUAL JOURNEYS

DO NOT DRT, DO DRIVE

56,000
potential customers
(across all age)

SUFFOLK LINKS SERVICE OVERVIEW
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SUFFOLK | 3 TOWNS | DRT SERVICE PROVIDER

ESSEX | MALDON | DRT SERVICE USER

STORIES

VISITING FRIENDS

SOCIAL EVENTS

GO TO MEDICAL CENTRE

DRT is not young
people’s first choice
“My school decided that
we are going to transit
from college to college
by Suffolk Link minibus
instead of Taxi to save
money.

17%

96%

22%

17%

100%

CARRYING SHOPPING

In-flexible and the
feeling of being a
dependent is not great
“I am learning how to
drive so that I don’t
need to depend on other
people”

Improved service
updates and
communication
“Being able to know if
there is any changes to
the arrival time would be
great.”

“I want to know where
is the car and driver if it
arrives late.”

Drivers’s attitude toward
their job
“You get a lot of pleasure
from it and you met a lot
of people. You are your
own boss once you have
your run sheet”

DRT is the only option for
going out in rural areas
“We rely on DRT to get
connect to the buses and
hop on Dart99 to the
hospital”

Easy
“The school does
everything for me”

WHAT IS GOOD?

NET PROMOTER SCORE

Helpful and personal
“The driver is very
friendly”

“I supposed it’s not just
a job for me, it’s more
than that... You lost
people you know (some
passenger passed away)
and a lot of them are
absolutely nice”

WHAT COULD BE BETTER?

Cheaper than taxi
“It is the only option left.”

SATISFACTION RATE

ACCESSIBILITY OF BUSES

DOOR RO DOOR

KEY SERVICES
Suffolk Links (DRT), Dial-A-Ride
(membership), Community Car Service,
Wheels within wheels, Group Hire,
Shopmobility, Midas Training

PASSENGER SATISFACTION

22%

HELPFUL DRIVERS

DAILY JOURNEYS

DO NOT DRT, DO NOT DRIVE

THE VOLUNTARY
NETWORK

ATTENDING CLUBS/DAY CENTRES

GO SHOPPING

DO DRT, DO DRIVE
DO DRT, DO NOT DRIVE

WHY DO PASSENGERS TAKE DRT?

12%

DRT keeps people
socially and mentally
active
“I stay indoor most of
the time for over 6 years
until I found out our the
DaRT service. I now go
out every Friday for
shopping, Thursday for
bible meeting, Saturday
for church. I love it!”

“We are the protectors of
the brand, we look after
people and they are very
important for me.”
”I worry when there is
not enough of customers”

WHAT THE SERVICE DOES
Suffolk Links runds two Demand Responsive
Transport service, serving the different areas 3 Towns covers the areas between Haverhill,
Bury St Edmunds and Newmarket. Brecks
covers the areas of Mildenhall, Brandon
and Thetford. Suffolk Links can provide
connections with the local bus services, or
take passengers direct when no buses are
available.The service operates Monday to
Saturday between 07.00 and 19.00.

Student <> School

TOUCHPOINTS

Alex

School <> Operator

Parent <> School <> Operator

Parent <> School <> Operator

Student <> School

Student <> Driver

Student

Driver

Fellow passengers

Student <> Driver

School <> TVN

18| Suffolk Links user

Alex lives with family at rural
Cambridge. He studies at
Samuel Ward Academy and
is aspire to become a theatre
actor.Alex can not wait to
drive.

PROVIDER STORIES

To book a journey passengers need to call
the office. Bookings are made on a first
come, first served basis. The office only
accept booking a week in advance to avoid
passengers blocking the slot.

COSTS
Alex walks everywhere. He uses Suffolk Links
to commute between his colleges. His school
has pre-arranged transit trips for all the
students who have classes in both campus.

Adult from £2 to £8 for single or return trip
from 2 to 5+ miles? Concessionary bus
passes travel for free. Council subcidise bus
passes.

Alex or his family discusses the travel needs
with school, school then contact TVN who
runs a wide range of services (i.e. Dial-ARide, DRT or communicty car service) to
arrange for regular trips for their students.

The school admin collects all the travel
enquiry from students and book with TVN
operator a week in advance.

School pays TVN for all student trips monthly
and collect payments from each student’s
parents.

TVN operator inputs all trips into the CATSS
and plan driver duty. Once all done, the
operator notifies the school detailed pick-up
time and location for each student.

On the day of travel, the driver arrives at the
school to pick up Alex (and other students).

Alex gets on board when the driver arrives.
He either ride on his or or shares with fellow
passengers. Because his trip is always
between colleges, the majority of time he
shares with students from the same college.
Occasionally, he meets some elderlies who
he don’t mind too much.

If delayed or plan changed, there is no way
to communicate between driver and Alex
efficiently. There is at least two middle men.

(SAGE)
Alex then gets informed by the school admin
when he will be expecting the driver at where.

If going to school, Alex gets dropped off at
the college.

CUSTOMER STORIES

‘As is’ Passenger Experience
ESSEX | MALDON | DRT SERVICE PROVIDER

ESSEX | MALDON | DRT SERVICE USER

ARROW TAXI

STORIES

CUSTOMER STORIES

1

2

AWARE

Angie realises the existance of Dart 5 which
is an on-demand minibus service via chatting
to a close neighbour.

3

EXPLORE OPTIONS

Bus stopped coming to the village.
For the first time, Angie and Ann make
contact with a Arraw Taxi staff before
deciding to use their Dart 5 & Dart 99 service.

Ann hears about the new on-demand service
Dart 5 from a minibus driver who she met on
the Dart99 scheduled service.

KEY SERVICES

4

REQUEST SERVICE

5

PAY FOR THE TRIP

RECEIVE CONFIRMATION

6

7

PICK UP

As regular passengers, they usually call
driver Ken at least 90 minutes in advance,
sometimes on the same day if the trip is
urgent, for instance going to the hospital.

Angie travels once every week at the same
time, so she blocks her slot with an operator
and confirms the bus pass details so she
gets travel for free.

By the end of each day, driver Ken looks at
all bookings and plan the day ahead. He then
calls passengers including Angie and Ann to
confrim their travel time and pick-up point.

On the day of travel, the driver arrives at the
agreed pick-up point. It will be either in front
of the passenger’s house or at a bus stop in
the village.

Ann books group trip weekly for her
village neighbors to go to ASDA together.
Occasionaly, she books day trip to places like
Southend if there is enough interests.

Sometimes, Ann takes friend with her who is
not eligible for free travel, the friend will pay
the driver in cash.

All the passengers were told that the minibus
can arrive either 10 minitues early or late.

The passenger(s) get on board with the help
from the driver if there is special need (e.g.
shopping bags, mobility issues, wheel chair)
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EN ROUTE

Passenger sits on the minubus either alone
or with fellow passengers. They usually chat
with the driver.
Driver sometimes stops en route to pick up
other passengers.

N/A

Alex walks towards his destination ( from 2 20 minutes)

If going home, Alex usually gets dropped
off at a nearest bus stop then he need to
walk another 20 minutes back home, simply
because the Suffolk Link service don’t go to
his local area.
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DROP-OFF

Passenger gets dropped off at their
destination or a nearest drop-off point.
Before they go, the driver confirms the pickup time and location of the return trip if there
is one booked.

EXCHANGE

For passengers who need to get a
connection service to the hospital or train
station, they will be taken to join the minibus
route run by Dart 99.
Drivers on both services will liase with each
other to ensure passenger’s transition is
smooth.
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POST-TRIP

Passenger gets the driver Ken’s contact
details for fast booking next time.
They tell their close friends and family about
how amazing this service is.
They sometimes bake the drivers cake!

Dart 5 (on-demand, since 2010), Dart
99(scheduled route, since 2010) &
Taxi(commercial, since 80s)

WHAT THE SERVICE DOES
The on-demand Dart 5 in partnership with
ECC which connets passenger lives in the
Maldon rural area with other bus services in:
Althorne, Cold Norton, Latchingdon, South
Woodham Ferrers (ASDA, Railway Station &
Tropical Wings). The service operates from
6am till 8pm, Monday to Saturday, allowing
passengers who wish to travel booking
either regular or one-off trip(s) in advance
no later than 90 minutes before travel. All
DaRT 5 vehicles is flexible to Pick-Up and
Drop-Off anywhere within the permited zone
in Maldon, not to overlap with bus route.
Current booking are handled by driver Ken
with 75% prebooked trips and 25% ad-hoc
trips. The other service is the fixed route
Dart 99 connecting villages and towns
with Broomfield Hospital (major healthcare
destination) and popular destinations
i.e. train stations. Dart 5 runs in close
collaboration with Dart 99 which made
passengers’ journey as seamless as possible.

PROVIDER STORIES

Angie
early 80s | DaRT user

Angie lives alone at Burnhamon-crouch, family lives 2 miles
away. She goes to woolen for
shopping and is very chatty
and sociable.

TOUCHPOINTS

WHAT IS GOOD?

Ann
late 70s | DaRT user

WHAT COULD BE BETTER?

Adult from £2 to £8 for single or return trip
from 2 to 5+ miles. Council subcidise bus
passes.

PASSENGER STRATEGY
3.
GROW USER BASE
• Increase motivations to
use the service for nonDRT customer (e.g. car
replacement, convenient
alternatives)
• Incentivise the supply and
broaden service coverage
(i.e. other neighbouring
parishes, no boarder and
red tapes)

Bus stop time table

Dart leaflet

Local newspaper

Friend

Phone

DRT is the only option for
going out in rural areas
“We rely on DRT to get
connect to the buses and
hop on Dart99 to the
hospital”

DRT keeps people
socially and mentally
active
“I stay indoor most of
the time for over 6 years
until I found out our the
DaRT service. I now go
out every Friday for
shopping, Thursday for
bible meeting, Saturday
for church. I love it!”

Improved independence
“I used to walk or taken
by my neighbor/family,
now I just phone Ken and
he takes me to places. It
gives me independence!
I don’t have to ask for
people and I can take my
own pace.”

Lack of local coverage
“It doesn’t come to my
village, I need to drive
to North Fambridge
to join the ASAD trip
everyweek.”

Low capacity in supply
“We want more service,
so that we can travel
more. The drivers are
always very busy.”

Better trip management
“I am booking trips for
almost 12 people in
the village. It can be
challenging to keep track
of all the trips if they
travel in different time.”

KEY NUMBERS
DaRT 5

ESSEX | MALDON | OPPORTUNITY TO SCALE

2.
INCREASE SERVICE
USAGE
• Build deeper relationship
with existing customer and
encourage them to use the
service more
• Improve passenger
experience and remove
frictions (e.g. service
updates, driver-passenger
comms, payment)

Friends, neighbors, family
members

Ann lives alone at North
Fambride. Ann is active in
local community. She runs
Ladies Afternoon Club and
voluntarily organise regular
travel for her neighbours.

COSTS

1.
RETAIN EXISTING DRT
PASSENGERS
• Most were car drivers,
concessionary pass
holders, both regular
and new customers to the
service, lives in sparsely
populated area.

Leaflet, newsletter @ bus shelters,
hospitals, village lost office

USER
BASE

Driver

1

2

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

Driver

Friend

Phone

Driver

Single point of contact
for booking and
confirmation
I know all the drivers
very well, especially
Ken, he takes care of
our travelling. And I trust
him.”

DART 5 SERVICE OVERVIEW

99%

£44

1595

£2 - £8

JOURNEYS IN TOTAL IN JANUARY
SERVICE
USAGE

Phone

Flexible and personal
“I usually give Ken two
days notice. Sometimes
he squeeze me in on the
same day if I need to go
to hospital. I don’t mind
wait for him as long as I
get to the shop.”

JOURNEYS ARE BUS PASS

3

Friend

INCOME IN JANUARY

COSTS FROM 2 TO 5+ MILES, SINGLE
AND RETURN TRIP

70 - 80

AVERAGE DAILY PASSENGER

Phone

Driver

Passenger and driver
punctuality matters
“Most people are
punctual, they are
waiting with their bags,
can not wait to get out”

“In order for Dart to
work, we need every
passenger to be at the
right place and the right
time”

Late passengers
“The elderly are always
early, waiting to get on
the bus and that’s lovely.
The youngsters sometimes
are late, they are too
busy with their phones.”

Unconsiderate
passengers
“One lady treat it as her
personal taxi. She books
it for everything i.e.
shopping, going to hair
dressers, etc.
It’s not her private
service!”

Driver

Minibus

Less a service, more
friendships
“It’s more like a social
club some days”

Fellow passengers

Driver

Transport as a key
enabler and barrier for
accesing other services
“I can do all sort of
things in town.”
“There are 16 of us go to
ASDA every Wednesday.
We’d chat and have
lunch together. It’s like a
social club!”

Drivers

Transport keeps people
stay social
“It’s my social life, I don’t
want to lose it. I can still
meet my friends. The
DaRt is my lifeline. I am
so pleased to go out.“

Driver

Smooth transition
“The driver usually let
us wait on the Dart 5
minibus before the Dart
99 arrive.”

Unfriendly passengers
“Some people don’t want
to talk to me as if I’m not
there.
They treat Ken like a taxi
driver.”

HOT DESTINATIONS

COST OF DART 5

COST OF SUBCIDY REDUCED

Burnham-on-Crouch (33%)

£60.509

FROM

Althorne (24%)

ANNUAL COST OF DRT

£32 PER HEAD TO

£2.38 PER HEAD

THE BIGGEST TRAVEL GENERATORS
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Understand each other better:
open up supply and demand

Know what is on oﬀer

OPERATOR

CUSTOMER

Better understand where
potential customers are,
and where they need to go

Better understand what
provision exists, and how
I get hold of it

MATCH
Each other’s needs to
create journeys at higher
convenience and lower
cost

17

Begin with Demand Responsive Transport
high

Taxi

£ cost

Private
Car

DRT
Bus

low

high

convenience

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport
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The Opportunities | passenger strategy & tactics

1.
RETAIN EXISTING DRT
PASSENGERS
Most were car drivers, concessionary
pass holders, both regular and new
customers to the service, lives in
sparsely populated area.

USER
BASE

3
1

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

2

SERVICE
USAGE

19

The Opportunities | passenger strategy & tactics

2.
INCREASE SERVICE USAGE

USER
BASE

Build deeper relationship with
existing customer and encourage
them to use the service more.

3
Improve passenger experience and
remove frictions (e.g. service
updates, driver-passenger comms,
payment)

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

1

2

SERVICE
USAGE
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The Opportunities | passenger strategy & tactics

3.
GROW USER BASE
Increase motivations to use the
service for non-DRT customer (e.g.
car replacement, convenient
alternatives)
Incentivise the supply and broaden
service coverage (i.e. other
neighbouring parishes, no boarder
and red tapes)

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

USER
BASE

3
1

2

SERVICE
USAGE
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The Opportunities | passenger potential in St Edmundsbury

340 trips a day: 50m car journeys
are taken in St Edmunsbury.
If 2% of journeys by DRT this
would be 340 trips a day requiring
16 vehicles

(those over 70s without a driver’s
license) = 184 trips a day:
144,000 people.
If 20% take two trips a week = 184
trips a day = 9 vehicles

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

56,000
potential customers
(across all age)

DO NOT DRT, DO DRIVE
POTENTIAL

DO DRT, DO DRIVE

120
existing customers

EXISTING

14,000
potential customers
(across all age)

POTENTIAL

DO DRT, DO NOT DRIVE

DO NOT DRT, DO NOT DRIVE
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A potential future
Essex & Suffolk County Council

‘To be’ Experience Map | Demand Responsive Transport
THE FUTURE VISION

SERVICE
PROPOSITION

CUSTOMER STORIES

SUFFOLK | HALESWORTH

PASSENGER
STORIES

DISCOVER THE NEW SERVICE

CREATE A JOURNEY

CONFIRM DETAILS

CHOOSE A JOURNEY

WAIT FOR PROVIDER TO ACCEPT

ADD PAYMENT DETAILS

RECEIVE TEXT MESSAGE CONFIRMATION

SERVICE UPDATES

ONBOARD

DROP OFF & PAYMENT

FOLLOW-UP

Margaret finds out about the new way of
getting around in her local area flexibly after
seeing the advertisement at the Tesco.

When Margaret opens the website, she is
impressed with what the service does and
she decides to book a journey.

Margaret then confirms a few personal
details.

While waiting to get her journey confirmed,
Margaret makes herself a cup of tea and
dowloads the mobile App.

Margagret takes a picture of her bank card and she chooses to save her card details for future
booking and payment.

Margaret receives a text message on her
phone that her travel request has been
accepted by Arrow Taxi’s DaRT 5 team.

On the day of travel, Margaret receives a text
message reminder that she is due to travel.

Margaret can see Ken’s minibus just parked.
She walks out and Ken says hi. She then gets
on board.

Margaret gets dropped off at her destination.
She doesn’t need to do anything as her
payment is automaticly sorted via her online
account.

She decides to check out the website.

She enters when and where she would like to
be picked up and dropped off.

Based on the requirements she enters, the
website then comes up with a range of
options, including buses and DRT services.
She choose the least walking option - a DRT
service that comes to her village.

Margaret receives a text message asking her
to rate the travel experience and whether
she would like to book a return or recuring
journey. Following the instruction, she gives
the operator a ring.

When in the App, Margaret is prompt to
complete her details and payment options.

20 minutes before the driver arrives, she
receives another message to remind her to
get ready.

She also receives a phone call from operator
Jas to arrange exact time and pick up
location.

WHAT THE SERVICE DOES
A local on-demand mobility service for
people with poor public transport access.
Costing significantly less than equivalent taxi,
journeys will be matched to the approximate
time and location of users, opening up
access to a greater range of services that
matters to them, including health, education,
employment and leisure.

Margaret
40 | Do not drive, not DRT user | Halesworth

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT

Benefit for service user
• Increased access to other services
• Greater flexibility
• Better value for money
• More journeys
• Easier travel experience
• Smoother transition to other mode of
transport
• More personal
• Enhanced independence

Benefit for service provider
• Increased demand visibility
• Better vehicle and driver utilisation
• Reduced cost on operation
• Increased responsibility towards demand
• Happier drivers (higher than taxi driver)
• Increased revenue & business growth

Benefit for the council
• Direct savings on reduced subcidy
• Achieve service delivery and social
outcomes with less public fundings
• Potential savings on health and social
services

“It’s very difficult if you don’t have a car - you can’t be spontaneous.
I can’t do anything in the evenings. At the moment my choices is
restricted by transport that is available.”
Margaret lives in Huntingfield, nearby village. She is studying part-time on finance
and management at University. She goes to University three times a week by train.
Her parter usually gives her a lift to the station on his way to work, then picks her
up from the station on his way home. She goes to the library at Halesworth every
Wednesday with the Community Transport to borrow books. She is a bit limited on
days of travel because the bus only runs one day a week from village she lives to
Halesworth. There is no other service.
Margaret is struggling to get a part-time job without a car, so she is learning how to
drive.
Travel needs
• Go to university for
lecture
• Get around locally (i.e.
church) and to nearby

Travel barriers
• Stuck when partner is
not available to give her
the lift from home to
translation

town for leisure (e.g.
shopping, library)
• Spontaneous travel for
potential work and pick
up kids at school

• Awkwardness to ask for
help from neighbours
• To walk along the road
home is dangerous

1
SUFFOLK | HALESWORTH

AWARE

2

EXPLORE OPTIONS

PROVIDER STORIES

DRIVER STORIES
Benefit for local economy and
community
• Reduced barrier to create services
• Increased employment
• Increased active residents
• Greater community resilience

3

4

REQUEST SERVICE

PAY FOR THE TRIP

5

RECEIVE CONFIRMATION

6

7

PICK UP

8

EN ROUTE

DROP-OFF

JOB POOLING

ORGANISE DRIVER DIARY

ACCEPT PASSENGER REQUEST

DRIVER SETS OFF

DRIVER ARRIVE

BOOK PASSENGERS ON THE GO

CHANGE THE ROUTE AND NOTIFY

INVOICING & PAYMENT

Jas, an operator from Arrow Taxi’s Dart 5 team at Halesworth has been receiving notifications on all
passenger’s travel request in the same area.

Jas looks after a few driver’s diary and bookings. She always make sure driver’s next day diary is up
to date.

Jas checks her driver’s schedule and decides
to receive Margaret’s request.

It is 6 AM in the morning, driver Ken starts his
car and checks his diary on his tablet.

Ken parks near his first passenger Margaret’s
house and he confirms his arrival on the
tablet.

At the same time, another passenger rings
to request an urgent jouney to the hospital
on the same day. The operator checks all
drivers diary and spot an opportunity from
Ken’s existing routes. The operator adds the
passenger’s detail and this goes to the driver.

Ken sees an alert from his screen that a
new passenger has been added to one of
his routes. He accepts the job and notifies
the passengers who will be affected by this
change.

The back office export the sales data from
the website into the company’s existing
system so that incoice can be processed and
reports generated.

And this is always shared with driver in real time.

He can see all the jobs with passenger’s
details and routes that is updated real-time.

Invoices

9

POST-TRIP

DATA ANALYSIS & ON-GOING
IMPROVEMENT
The website also captures the passenger’s
demand data, especialy the unmet demand
and travel patterns, which is a very useful
tool for the DRT company to work out route
planning and growth strategy.

Analytics

Ken

40 | DRT driver | Halesworth

Jas

36 | DRT operator | Halesworth

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport
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The prototype
Mobile App

Essex & Suﬀolk | Total Transport

Mobile App
Find / create a journey

Mobile App
Choose a journey
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The workshop + testing after
the session

What next?
Build and test a Minimum
Viable Product
Working and building together

Suffolk

THANK YOU!
April 2016

